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Abstract. Today’s computer display devices normally provide more informa-

tion than we need. In this paper, the author presents an empirical model that

shows minimal pixel requirements for computer users to recognize things from

digital photos under different contextual conditions. It is found that face recog-

nition alone needs far fewer pixels than people normally thought. However,

more pixels are needed for users to recognize objects within outdoor scenes and

paintings. Color and age have effect on object recognition but the differences

are not significant. The results can be applied to adaptive display design, com-

puter vision, adaptive human-computer interaction and telecommunication

system design.

1   Introduction

One of the challenges in today’s human-computer interaction design is that the elec-

tronic components become smaller and smaller but users want the display to be larger

and larger. Increasing the size of images will increase the data communication traffic

and vice versa, since the bandwidth is normally limited. Also, processing large im-

ages would increase the computing time in orders of magnitude in those systems,

such as machine vision, visualization, game engine, etc.

 Studies [1] show that photos normally provide more information than we need.

The redundancy can be as high as 99%! It is found out that the number of stimuli per

display had no effect when the display time required to reach 75% accuracy was

determined.[2] In facial communication, dramatic reductions in spatial and resolution

of images can be tolerated by viewers.[3]

Therefore, from an economics point of view, the resolution in image transmission

can be greatly reduced. For example, photos in newspapers normally only have two

values for each dot (pixel): with ink or without ink. With grid screen processing, the

size of the smallest pixels is increased so that the dots per area can be reduced greatly.

However, the picture is still recognizable. Increasing the resolution of the grid screen

can make the image more attractive but it doesn’t increase the information content.



The resolution of an image can be represented by pixels. For example, how well

subjective impressions of amount of architectural details can be predicated by objec-

tive measurement of the percentage of pixels covered by small elements.[4]

The famous face in Fig. 1 can be recognized in both resolutions a) 300 x 200 pix-

els and b) 150 x 100 pixels, but hardly recognized in c) 75 x 50 pixels. If we are

asked to identify who is in the picture, then the 150 x 100 pixel image should be good

enough. The background is redundant to the face recognition but certainly helpful in

this case. Recent studies [5] show that lower resolutions of images actually are better

for computer vision! For many high resolution images the process of finding the

symmetry or the reflection plane of an object does did not converge to the correct

solution, e.g., the process converged to local minima due to the sensitivity of the

symmetry value to noise and digitization errors. To overcome this problem, a multi-

resolution scheme is often introduced, where an initial estimation of the symmetry

transform is obtained at low resolution and is fine-tuned using high-resolution im-

ages.

Fig. 1. Examples of the redundancy in a Black and White image

For decades, computer scientists and engineers have been focused on high-end im-

aging and high-resolution display technologies. It seems that very few people are

interested in the low-end imaging and low-resolution display technologies. In prac-



tice, scientists and engineers use ad hoc methods to come up the minimal pixel re-

quirements. For example, 32x32, as a starting point.

From the visual cognition and vision study point of view, the question like “how

many pixels do we really need to see things?” actually is an important one that is

related to human pattern recognition, attention, and visual information processing. As

we know, human visual attention is sensitive to the purposes of seeing and the de-

mand of visual information resources is different from task to task. [6] Many pattern

recognition processes are measured by reaction time or error rate. In this study, we

use number of pixels as a measurement. Pixel is the smallest unit of an image element.

In this study, we assume that all the pixels are square. The main goal of this study is

to explore the limitations of minimal resolution for people to see things under various

contextual conditions.

2  User Modeling Tool Design

The purpose of the tool for the lab experiment is to show: 1) the average minimal

pixels of images (face, indoors, outdoors, etc.) that subjects can recognize things, 2)

the effect of questions for subjects to determine the minimal pixels for face recogni-

tion, 3) the effect of age, and 4) the differences between the recognition with color

images and black and white images.

Fig. 2. A screen shot of the experimental panel. (The size of the image on the cellular phone

panel can be modified by pushing the buttons on the windows.)

The subjects were 19 university students and 4 faculty members. All subjects have

had vision check and had no vision problems, such as color blindness, or low vision,



etc. Ten unique images in both color and black & white formats were randomly cho-

sen to cover 4 categories: (1) faces, (2) indoor scenes, (3) outdoors scenes, and (4)

complex images. These images were also randomly ordered and presented individu-

ally with an interval via a simple computer program. For a color image, there are 24-

bit colors for each pixel. For a gray image, there are 8-bit gray levels.

A Java-based software has been developed for a regular PC. The resolution of a

hand-held prototype screen can be modified by pushing “Zoom In” or “Zoom Out”

buttons. It allows a subject to enlarge a given image in the miniature display area until

the threshold of a correct recognition is reached. The subject would then be asked to

answer a question accompanying the given image. We did not include the false rec-

ognition data.

The program consisted of a main image area that displayed the given image ini-

tially at 10x10 pixels. Subjects were asked to “zoom in” on the image using a button

on the bar at the bottom of the window until the moment he/she recognized the con-

tents of the image. The subjects were also asked to answer and type in their replies to

a question presented in the upper left corner immediately upon image recognition.

The subjects were allowed to continue zooming in on the image until the question

could be answered. The subjects proceeded through the 20 images (labeled 0 through

19) by use of the “Next” button in the upper right corner of the window.

We assumed that given a set of randomly selected images, those containing human

faces would be recognized at smaller resolutions, followed by simple commonly

known objects, and then more-complex indoor and outdoor scenes. Regarding facial

recognition, we believed that simple recognition of a face would require the simplest

features, while gender identification and recognition of a well-known individual (i.e.

former President Bill Clinton) would require more pixels. We also assumed that the

subject’s age had no effect on required image size, and that an image’s being in black

& white or color would make a negligible difference, with a slight advantage toward

color images.

3 Results

First, we asked subjects “What is this?” about photos of face-only, indoors, outdoors,

figures, and complex scenes (such as oil paintings). Subjects adjusted the size of the

images until they could recognize in the image. Facial recognition required signifi-

cantly fewer pixels than for human figures, indoor scenes, and outdoor scenes. As

expected, complicated scenes required the largest number of pixels for identification.

See the data in Table 1 and Fig. 3.



                   Table 1 Minimal Pixels for Identifying Objects

Catalog Minimal Size Minimal Pixels

Face 17 x 17 289

Outdoor 32 x 32 1024

Figure 35 x 35 1225

Indoor 40 x 40 1600

Complex 47 x 47 2209

Fig. 3. Minimal pixels for object recognition

     Second, we tested a set photos of faces and asked subjects with three questions:

“Who’s this?” “What is this?” “Male or female?” respectively.  The results show that

the minimal resolution in corresponding to the question “Who’s this?” is the smallest.

To identify male or female needs more resolution, since it’s hard to distinguish in

many cases in real world. To some extent, the number of pixels reflects the difficulty

of the cognitive task. See Table 2 and Fig. 4 for the results.

Third, we showed subjects images with color or black and white to compare the

differences. Given that black & white and their color counterparts were randomized

in order of presentation, the subject’s short-term memory would not have altered

these findings. Interestingly enough, black and white images need fewer pixels than

color. See Table 3 and Fig. 5 for the test results.
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Finally, we showed the images to different age groups to see whether age is an ef-

fect for determining the minimal resolution of images. We use age 21 as a cutting

point, since it is a normal line to separate undergraduate students and post-graduate

students as well as other “adults”. It is amazing to find that younger subjects actually

use more pixels to recognize objects than elder subjects. Experience and patience

might play a role here. However, the differences are not significant statistically. See

Table 4 and Fig. 6 for the test results.

                                   Table 2 Minimal Pixels for Identifying Faces

Question Minimal Size Minimal Pixels

Who is this? 17 x 17 289

What is this? 32 x 32 1024

Male or female? 35 x 35 1225

Fig. 4 Minimal pixels for facial recognition under various inquiries
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                                         Table 3  Color images versus B&W images

Image No.

Color / B &W

Color Image

Minimal Size

B & W Image

Minimal Pixels

[0] / [19] 40 x 40 30 x 30

[8] / [1] 20 x 20 18 x 18

[2] / [14] 63 x 63 38 x 38

[3] / [17] 31 x 31 21 x 21

[4] / [6] 42 x 42 20 x 20

[5] / [10] 35 x 35 31 x 31

[7] / [13] 36 x 36 21 x 21

[9] / [18] 36 x 36 19 x 19

[12] / [16] 15 x 15 12 x 12

[15] / [11] 28 x 28 46 x 46

Fig. 5.  Minimal pixels for color vs. B&W
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Table 4 Minimal sizes versus ages

Image Less than age 21 Age 21 or elder

[0] 42 x 42 38 x 38

[2] 75 x 75 49 x 49

[3] 32 x 32 31 x 31

[4] 15 x 15 14 x 14

[5] 40 x 40 30 x 30

[7] 25 x 25 21 x 21

[8] 21 x 21 19 x 19

[9] 40 x 40 31 x 31

[12] 17 x 17 14 x 14

[15] 29 x 29 28 x 28

                                     Fig. 6.   Minimal pixels for age groups
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4 Conclusions

In this paper, the author presents an empirical study of the minimal resolution of

images in terms of pixels for computer users to recognize visual objects. Here are

preliminary conclusions:

First, face recognition needs far fewer pixels than people normally thought, espe-

cially, if the subject knows what he/she is looking for. The experiment agrees with

the theory that human visual attention is sensitive to the purposes of seeing and the

demand of visual information resources is different from task to task. [6] When we

think about our faces, they are well-structured compared to other objects. They are

also highly featured so that it is easy to identify a face from an image relatively. Also,

it’s still under investigation, whether or not a human has special “wired connections”

to recognize a face.

Second, although it is context dependent, we found a general trend of the order of

the complexity of human visual information processing. The order, from less pixels to

more pixels, is “faces”, “outdoors”, “figure”, “indoors”, and “complex scenes.” Com-

plex scenes, such as oil paintings contain more vague objects that confuse viewers

and make it hard to identify things.

Third, we found that “pixel” can be a numerical measurement of visual informa-

tion processing. Traditionally, cognition scientists use reaction time, number of enti-

ties, error rate, etc. to measure the visual information processing.  Pixel is a simple

way to capture and compute within normal human-computer interaction environment.

However, pixels of an image may not always represent the amount of visual informa-

tion, because there are redundant pixels in a picture if we don’t preprocess the image

carefully. For example, for face recognition tasks, we cut off the background that is

outside the face outline. Also we used a square image to simplify the measurement.

Fourth, subjects need slightly fewer pixels to recognize things with black and

white images than color images. However, those differences are not statistically sig-

nificant.

Fifth, mature subjects (age 21 and up) appeared to need less pixels than younger

ones in recognition tasks. However, we need more data to prove this finding. One

explanation is that mature subjects have more visual experience and more stability in

perception, given the same eyesight.

The purpose of this study is to move toward the adaptive display design with ad-

justable picture resolutions. There is a wide range of possibilities to apply the heuris-

tics from this study, for example, the adaptive display on mobile phones. As we

know, the bandwidth of wireless data transmission is very limited. If the chip in a

mobile phone knows the context of the transmitted video, it might be able to change

the resolution adaptively so that it can save the bandwidth dramatically. In addition,

the results can be a direct reference for computer vision study because it shows how

few pixels a human subject needs to recognize things in a picture. In the future, com-

puter vision systems might not need a high-end image acquisition and processing

system, if it’s designed to solve a specific problem.
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